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Character Statement
I, Sayyid Rashid Bey, Moorish American National, in Propria Persona, Sui Juris, Sui Heredes, in
Solo Proprio (being in my own proper person), by birthrights, affirm and assent that the following
statement/affirmation is true and correct.
I, Sayyid Rashid Bey, have personally known Noble Quibian Naseer El to only walk in Honor. In
the five months that I have known and communicated with this Moor, as well as Noble Judah
Alhama Bey, I have never witnessed or experienced Noble Quibian Naseer El or Noble Judah
Alhama Bey act, insinuate, proclaim, purport, intend, conspire, or threaten, to conduct themselves
in Any manner that was not honorable. In fact, I, Sayyid Rashid Bey, was not even aware of any
tribal issues until after the opposing parties issued their authority-lacking Notice of Estoppel and
Relief of Service.
From the first conversation I recognized that the communication was in a much higher level and
genuinely conducted with respect and consistently in line with our Five Principals. In Fact, over
the course of the following five months up to this present day, Noble Quibian Naseer El has
personally aided in a very major way in the elevation in the security and quality of my life. From
correcting and revising the Allodial Title I have to my land, to assisting me via his very own
account and issue a cash-app card so that I may operate since being absolutely disconnected from
any attachments from the de facto in any way shape or form.
In Truth, Noble Quibian Naseer El and Noble Judah Alhama Bey each have personified the
Quintessential Noble and Honorable Moor. One that sees you as your own kindred. One that
speaks with Love and Compassion but will not hesitate to keep the facts straight to the point and
will even break out dictionaries and Law to prove the facts. If it was not for the generous and
genuine hand of Noble Quibian Naseer El with his knowledge and uplifting interchange coupled
with the same by Noble Judah Alhama Bey, I would have lost a good portion of of hope and trust
that there were actual good hearted, honorable and respectful Moors in this realm that haven’t
been so brainwashed, tainted, and indoctrinated by the dogmatic egotistical fraudulent Christian
(Constantinian) church. I grew up in a semi big church in Bed-Stuy Brooklyn as the pastor was
my father, so I know all of the way of speech and body language. I say that as I have met with,
seen, spoken to, and have heard of the actions and words of these type of Moors that speak a good
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word but always reveal their true selves but their intentions, the words that they speak, and their
choice of action.
I, Sayyid Rashid Bey, am stating as Truth and Fact that Noble Quibian Naseer El has not and
does not exude or have shown or insinuated to have any egotistical negro church minded
character, conduct nor energy of such. Noble Quibian Naseer El and Noble Judah Alhama Bey
have without fail to consistently reflect and mirror my absolute stance in keeping with right, right.
And what’s fare, fare. Incorporating that within the great and magnanimous calling from the
Great Mother Allah to be in ultimate and constant service to our people, to uplift fallen humanity,
and to protect and defend our people while educating, reconnecting, bonding, respecting,
honoring, and whole heartedly loving our people like they have never been loved before and that
which they seek.
Furthermore, as busy as Noble Quibian and Noble Judah have been, they have always, with
straight facts, replied with the factual truth of the matter and with their advice on the proper
method of action. When I needed my nationality papers signed and sealed, he personally made
sure that all issues encountered were handled with competence and ease. This is how all of the
members, both core and basic, are treated. For both Noble Quibian Naseer El and Noble Judah
Alhama Bey, they see and know that it is an Honorbto assist and educate our people in this
magnificent time of reawakening or better know as; The Apocalypse. I match and mirror these
affirmations and ways of conduct in life as my whole reason of existence and covenant made with
the Great Mother Allah which is to be one of the beacons of light to my people not just with
education and paperwork, but more importantly by bonding, uplifting, sharing, caring, loving,
honoring, understanding, cherishing, listening, appreciating, collaborating, and seeking our
ultimate Truth and balance within the all that there is.
In conclusion, I hold tightly in my heart of hearts where Allah dwells, that our paths conjoined for
a most Divine Purpose as our vibrational frequencies are in line with each other with the main
purpose, goal, and drive to assist as many of our people to the Mountain Too as called upon to do
by the Great Mother Allah. We will NEVER abandon our people or our willful and honorable
consent to the mission of uplifting fallen humanity and aiding to ensure the lawful and complete
restoration of our great and magnanimous nation.
We are ALL we got.. and ALL we Need!
I leave in Peace as I came in Love.

Sayyid Rashid Bey
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